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ABSTRACT
We compare the existent methods including the minimum spanning tree based method and the local stellar
density based method, in measuring mass segregation of star clusters. We find that the minimum spanning
tree method reflects more the compactness, which represents the global spatial distribution of massive stars,
while the local stellar density method reflects more the crowdedness, which provides the local gravitational
potential information. It is suggested to measure the local and the global mass segregation simultaneously.
We also develop a hybrid method that takes both aspects into account. This hybrid method balances the local
and the global mass segregation in the sense that the predominant one is either caused either by dynamical
evolution or purely accidental, especially when such information is unknown a priori. In addition, we test our
prescriptions with numerical models and show the impact of binaries in estimating the mass segregation value.
As an application, we use these methods on the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) observations and the Taurus
cluster. We find that the ONC is significantly mass segregated down to the 20th most massive stars. In contrast,
the massive stars of the Taurus cluster are sparsely distributed in many different subclusters, showing a low
degree of compactness. The massive stars of Taurus are also found to be distributed in the high-density region
of the subclusters, showing significant mass segregation at subcluster scales. Meanwhile, we also apply these
methods to discuss the possible mechanisms of the dynamical evolution of the simulated substructured star
clusters.
Keywords: globular clusters: general – methods: numerical – methods: data analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
Most stars are considered to be forming in star clusters or
associations, which disperse thereafter on timescales propor-
tional to the mass of the initial cluster/association (e.g. Krui-
jssen 2012). However, the early formation and evolution of
star clusters is a complex problem spanning a vast physical
scale range and is thus still not well understood (e.g. Bate et
al. 2003; Bate 2014; Renaud et al. 2015). An interesting and
widely discussed aspect of the star cluster formation process
is the progression of mass segregation, which generally refers
to the state in which massive stars are more centrally concen-
trated, i.e. the massive-star subpopulation in a cluster is more
compact as a group and is also located in a denser region.
Many different measurement tools exist to determine the de-
gree of mass segregation in star clusters, including comparing
the slope of the mass function (either differential or cumula-
tive) and the characteristic radii, e.g. the half-mass radii of var-
ious stellar subpopulations with different mass ranges. How-
ever, these methods all assume a spherical star configuration,
while many young star clusters are observed to be substruc-
tured (e.g. Hillenbrand 1997; de La Fuente Marcos & de La
Fuente Marcos 2006; Chen et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2008).
To overcome the complication of nonsphericity, Allison et al.
(2009a) proposed measuring mass segregation based on the
minimum spanning tree (MST) method. Given a set of ver-
tices, a spanning tree connects all the reference points (stellar
positions) together without forming loops. The lines in be-
tween the vertices are generally referred to as edges. Con-
sequently, the MST is then a spanning tree with minimum
length. Generally, an MST is constructed for a chosen group
of stars and then its length is calculated as a proxy of the seg-
regation indicator when compared to random star sets (see Al-
lison et al. 2009a, for details).
The MST method was shown to be efficient and effective
in dealing with clumpy distributions. However, Parker et al.
(2011) found an “inverse” mass segregation for the Taurus
star-forming region using the MST method (Maschberger &
Clarke 2011). As the MST length is the summation of all the
MST edges, one outlier may greatly increase the MST length
(see Figure 1). Irrespective of such outliers, their presence
should indeed have a much smaller effect on the compactness
of the group. Note that the MST edge length distribution may
be asymmetric, which is why using the MST length, or, equiv-
alently, the average of MST edge length, appears no longer
suitable to represent the compactness of a certain set of stars.
Olczak et al. (2011) also notice this flaw, and they introduced
a variant based on the geometric average of the MST edges
to improve Allison’s original MST method. Maschberger &
Clarke (2011) suggest to use the median MST edge length in
a similar spirit. In general, using a geometric average or me-
dian MST edge can improve the performance.
However, we note that the methods based on the MST con-
sider the information of compactness without giving any in-
formation on the role that massive stars play in their distribu-
tion as a group. That is, when a star cluster is measured to
be mass segregated via the MST methods, the massive stars
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Figure 1. Illustration of the stellar distribution in a numerical simulation of a spherically symmetric globular cluster. The plot shows individual stellar particles that
have color shading parametrized by their mass and indicated by the color bar. The 50 most massive stars in the simulation are shown as large dots (correspondingly
shaded), and their positions are connected by their MST. Note the long edge toward an outlier at the top left.
should be generally close to each other. But these stars can
also be grouped in a clump that is relatively far away from
the other stars in the cluster, i.e. a subclump of massive stars
that is relatively far away from the cluster center of mass (see
Figure 3). In this case, if other clumps are significantly denser
than the clump, which most massive stars are, the massive
stars should not be considered as centrally concentrated, al-
though this kind of distribution can still be claimed as “mass
segregation.” However, a more robust definition of mass seg-
regation that can indicate the dynamical status of the star clus-
ter would be more helpful rather than a definition purely based
on geometrical arguments. Therefore, massive stars should
also be distributed in a high-density region if the star cluster
is to be defined as mass segregated. The local stellar density
of a massive star is a good starting point to determine its sur-
rounding density distribution. Maschberger & Clarke use the
local stellar number density to measure the degree of mass
segregation. On the other hand, if the massive stars are dis-
tributed in high-density regions, they may disperse in many
different clumps that are relatively far away from each other.
In this case, the MST methods describe the global status of
massive stars. Parker & Goodwin (2015) show that measur-
ing mass segregation using MST methods and the local stellar
density method yield different definitions, and they suggest to
use these two methods in tandem.
In this paper, we use the Local nth Neighbor Distance
(LnND) as an indicator of the crowdedness for a group of stars
and use the MST edge as a proxy of compactness. We show
that the LnND gives the local information while the MST edge
gives the global information. Both indicators should be mea-
sured simultaneously in order to better describe the mass seg-
regation of star clusters. We also introduce a new hybrid mass
segregation parameter that contains both global geometric in-
formation and local potential information by combining the
compactness indicator and the crowdedness indicator. The pa-
per is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the MST
and the LnND methods, as well as our hybrid method of mea-
suring the degree of mass segregation, and discuss some ad-
ditional caveats along the way. We test these methods with an
N -body simulation and observational data and discuss their
differences in Section 3, and we conclude this work in Sec-
tion 4.
2. METHODS
2.1. Measurements of mass segregation
We aim at measuring the mass segregation of very young
star clusters. The origin of mass segregation of young star
clusters is of crucial importance to determine the star forma-
tion scenario (e.g. Bonnell et al. 2001; Weidner & Kroupa
2006). However, many traditional methods, including com-
paring the slope of the mass function and the characteristic
radii, deal with a spherical star cluster configuration, while
the star clusters are born with substructures. To overcome
the complication of nonsphericity, the MST method (e.g. Al-
lison et al. 2009a; Olczak et al. 2011; Maschberger & Clarke
2011) and the local stellar density method (e.g. Maschberger
& Clarke 2011) are implemented to measure the mass segre-
gation of young star clusters.
Both methods can be used to measure the mass segregation
of such substructured star clusters. However, they show sub-
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tle differences since they measure the different aspects of mass
segregation. The MST method in essence measures the com-
pactness of a group of stars, while the LnND method measures
the crowdedness. The compactness of a group of stars refers
to how close these stars are. If the stars in a group are located
very close to each other, then they are highly compact, which
we define as high compactness. On the other hand, the crowd-
edness of a star refers to their proximity. If the chosen star
is located in a very dense region, then it is highly crowded,
which we define as high crowdedness. In general, the com-
pactness gives the global geometric information, while the
crowdedness gives the local potential information.
2.1.1. Measuring compactness with the minimum-spanning-tree
(MST) methods
We first compare the different MST methods: (1) the ge-
ometric average of the MST edge (gmMST) from Olczak
et al. (2011) and (2) the median MST edge (mMST) from
Maschberger & Clarke (2011). These MST methods mea-
sure the degree of mass segregation by comparing the com-
pactness of massive stars and the compactness of the whole
cluster. The compactness of the whole star cluster is derived
from a series of groups of randomly chosen stars that all con-
tain the same number of stars as the massive-star group. With
a large enough number of randomly chosen groups, their av-
erage or median value is a good estimate of the whole star
cluster, while the dispersion can be used as a measure of the
uncertainty. The degree of mass segregation measured by the
MST methods is typically written as
mΛ =
m l˜random
mlmassive
, (1)
wherem is the number of massive stars, while l is the geomet-
ric mean or median of the MST edges of the chosen star group,
and l˜random is the median of lrandom. mΛ > 1 means that the
star cluster is mass segregated down to the mth most massive
star. If, on the other hand, mΛ = 1 then the massive-star sam-
ple is considered to be not mass segregated. These different
MST approaches are more robust against outliers than Alli-
son’s original method, which uses the total length of the MST
and is equivalent to the arithmetic average of the MST edge. In
Figure 1 we show a star cluster containing 10,000 stars with its
stellar mass randomly distributed following a Plummer den-
sity profile so that it is not mass segregated. We populate
the stellar content according to the Kroupa (2002) initial mass
function (IMF) within the stellar mass range 0.08−100M.
The mass segregation values derived from the geometric aver-
age and median MST edge method show that there is no mass
segregation in the model setup (i.e. gmMST=0.94 [0.78, 1.17]
and mMST=1.01 [0.91, 1.12], where the numbers in brackets
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively). We use
the Delaunay triangulation (2D) and the k-d tree technique
(3D) to accelerate the calculation of the MST edges, as dis-
cussed in the Appendix.
2.1.2. Measuring crowdedness with the LnND method
We use the distance of the sixth-nearest star around a chosen
star to estimate its local density (von Hoerner 1963; Casertano
& Hut 1985). The local density of a chosen star is one-to-
one correspondent with r6, the sixth-nearest star distance. For
example, in a 2D case, the local density satisfies
Σ =
6− 1
pir26
, (2)
Previous works have used this quantity to measure the mass
segregation by defining a ratio between the local surface den-
sity of a subset of massive stars and randomly chosen star sets
(e.g. Parker & Goodwin 2015).
Instead of using the local surface density (2D case), we use
the LnND for each star, which is a measure that has the same
dimensions as the MST edge. Note that the smaller the LnND
becomes, this naturally means that the star is in a higher local
density environment. Hence, if a group of massive stars has
a smaller LnND, it is more likely to be mass segregated. The
degree of mass segregation measured by the LnND method is
similar to that measured by the MST edge methods given in
Equation 1:
mΣ =
md˜random
mdmassive
, (3)
where m is the number of massive stars, while d is the me-
dian of r6 of a chosen star group, and d˜random is the median
of drandom. mΣ > 1 means that the star cluster is mass seg-
regated down to the mth most massive star. Similar to mΛ
discussed before, mΣ = 1 means no mass segregation for
the corresponding massive-star sample. We note, however,
that other (e.g., less massive) stars can have other MST and
LnND measures and, therefore, not necessarily be similarly
mass segregated.
The LnND gives the crowdedness of a star, hence provid-
ing us with the local potential information, which is essential
in discussing the genesis of mass segregation. We utilize the
KNN algorithm to determine the sixth-nearest star, which re-
quires O(k logN) of computation time, as discussed in the
Appendix. We calculate the degree of mass segregation in
the star cluster of Figure 1 using the LnND method and get a
close to unity value (i.e. mΣ = 1.03 [0.94, 1.14], where the
numbers in the brackets are the 25th and 75th percentiles, re-
spectively), which is consistent with the model setup.
2.1.3. Comparison of MST and LnND: Treatment of special vertex
configurations
The MST method and the LnND method are shown to be
effective in measuring mass segregation of substructured star
clusters. The MST method measures the compactness of a
group of stars, while the LnND method measures the crowd-
edness. In general, these two methods are consistent with each
other. In a mass-segregated star cluster, massive stars are very
likely to be close to each other and located in a denser region.
However, a compact group of massive stars does not neces-
sarily mean that their local density is high. The discrepancy
becomes more essential when the star cluster is substructured.
Consider a fractal star cluster of 100,000 stars, shown in
Figure 2. The massive stars are shown as blue spheres, while
the low-mass stars are shown as red spheres. The masses of
the stars are randomly assigned so that the star cluster is set to
be non-mass-segregated. Note that if the masses of the stars
are carefully assigned so that the star cluster becomes mass
segregated, there will be two possibilities. One possibility is
that the massive stars (blue spheres) are set to be dispersed
in the central part of each clump. In this case, the LnND
method would give positive results because the massive stars
are located in relatively high density regions, while the MST
method would fail to detect the mass segregation because the
distances between massive stars do not show significant differ-
ences from the other stars. Alternatively, most of the massive
stars (blue spheres) are set to be located in very few clumps or
even one clump. In this case, the MST method would detect
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Figure 2. Illustration of the initial star configuration of one of our simulated fractal star clusters. The fractal stellar distributions are used to represent the
substructured distribution of observed star forming complexes, e.g. the Carina star-forming region (e.g. Zeidler et al. 2016) and the Tarantula Nebula (e.g. Sabbi
et al. 2016). The star cluster has several “main” clumps, each of which has its own substructure. Stars are colored according to their mass and are randomly
distributed throughout the structure, i.e. there is no preference where massive stars are initially placed.
mass segregation because the massive stars are very close to
each other, while the LnND method would show non-mass-
segregated result because the local density of each clump is
similar, due to the self-similarity provided by the properties
of the fractal distribution.
We point out that the MST method itself only gives the com-
pactness of massive stars, while it does not give any informa-
tion about whether the massive stars are in the dense region
of the cluster or not. To further illustrate this, instead of us-
ing the fractal distributed star cluster (Figure 2), we use an
artificial configuration with a Plummer density distribution of
10,000 stars, shown in Figure 3. We do not include any bina-
ries in order to make our test as simple as possible. The 50
most massive stars are moved to the cluster central regions,
defined as a spherical region within 50% of the half-mass ra-
dius, rhm/2, so that the star cluster is highly mass segregated
(left panel of Figure 3). The MST method gives for this con-
figuration positive results. We then shift these massive stars
to the outer regions of the cluster without changing the loca-
tion of the other stars, as shown in the right panel of Figure 3.
Massive stars are then not as highly mass segregated as the
original distribution. However, the MST method still gives
almost the same mass segregation degree, because the com-
pactness of massive stars remains, while the LnND method
clearly reflects the changes. If a star cluster is clumpy, mas-
sive stars can be relatively far away from the majority of the
other stars. Such a configuration, although unrealistic, clearly
poses problems to the accuracy of the MST method since the
MST method focuses on the compactness of massive stars. In
a more realistic configuration, e.g., substructured configura-
tion (see Figure 2), if the massive stars happen to appear in
one clump, a similar problem occurs if the mass segregation
is measured by the MST method.
On the other hand, the LnND method itself may also be
ambiguous in some special cases. To better illustrate this, we
construct an idealized star cluster with six subclusters, while
each clump follows a Plummer distribution with 10,000 stars,
shown in Figure 4. Such a configuration allows us to ana-
lyze the mass segregation both locally, i.e., the mass segre-
gation of each clump, and globally, i.e., the whole star clus-
ter, since the bias from the cluster identification is negligible.
Massive stars are carefully set to be only located in the two
inner clumps. Both of the inner clumps contain 50 massive
stars, but within the clump massive stars have the same dis-
tribution as the low-mass stars, so that the cluster is globally
mass segregated, while being non-mass-segregated locally. In
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Figure 3. Left panel: Plummer model of a star cluster, with the top 50 massive stars (red circles) located in the inner (dense) region. Right panel: Same model as
in the left panel, but with massive stars shifted to the outer regions of the cluster. The degree of mass segregation for the 50 most massive stars, with 25th to 75th
percentiles, measured by different methods is indicated at the top of each panel. Note that the MST method gives almost the same degree of mass segregation,
while the LnND method suggests that these two configurations differ.
this scenario, the LnND method gives a non-mass-segregated
result, which is exactly the same as the mass segregation con-
dition within each clump. Therefore, the LnND only gives the
local mass segregation status. In contrast, the MST method
clearly gives the global result that the star cluster is mass seg-
regated. This configuration shows that the LnND method fo-
cuses on the crowdedness of massive stars. In a more realistic
configuration, e.g., substructured configuration (see Figure 2),
if the massive stars happen to appear in “inner” clumps, a sim-
ilar problem occurs if the mass segregation is measured by the
LnND method.
As Parker & Goodwin (2015) pointed out, the MST method
measures mass segregation where the massive stars are con-
centrated, while the LnND method measures the mass segre-
gation where massive stars are located in a high-density re-
gion. Furthermore, in a multiclump star cluster, the MST
method reflects more the global mass segregation state of the
system, while the LnND method reflects more the local mass
segregation.
2.2. Hybrid mass segregation indicator
Based on the previous insights, neither the compactness,
measured by the MST method, nor the crowdedness, mea-
sured by the LnND method, accurately describes the mass
segregation of star clusters alone. It is important to measure
the mass segregation of star clusters with both indicators. In
addition, it is also useful to describe the degree of mass seg-
regation with one parameter. We therefore combine these two
methods and give a hybrid method. The MST median edge
of the m most massive stars is used as their compactness in-
dicator, while the median value of the LnND of the same set
of massive stars, defined as the distance to the sixth-nearest
star, is used as their crowdedness indicator. We calculate the
geometric mean of these two values to define the new hybrid
segregation factor
mζ = (med[MST]×med[LnND])1/2 , (4)
where m is the number of massive stars, and med[MST] and
med[LnND] take the median value of the MST edges and the
median of the LnND values for the star sample, respectively.
Here we use the geometric mean of the MST and LnND mea-
surements, given that they are of the same dimensions.
We then choose the same number of stars randomly from
the cluster stellar population to calculate the ζrandom for mul-
tiple times, and we take the median value ζ˜random as a refer-
ence, in the spirit of Allison’s method. Finally, we give our
new definition of the mass segregation degree,
mζˆ = mζ˜random/
mζmassive. (5)
Similarly, mζˆ > 1 means that the star cluster is mass segre-
gated down to the mth massive star.
In general, if star clusters are mass segregated, they are mass
segregated both globally and locally. However, star clusters,
especially fractal or substructured star clusters, can be mass
segregated in two different ways, either predominantly glob-
ally or locally. The key question is then how we define mass
segregation of star clusters. The problem of mass segregation
is normally considered as a result of star formation and dy-
namical evolution. If a substructured star cluster is born mass
segregated, massive stars can be close to each other if massive
stars are tend to form as a group; alternatively, massive stars
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Figure 4. Clumpy model of a star cluster with six subclusters. Only the inner two clumps contain massive stars (red circles). See text for details. The degree of
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can be only distributed in the denser region if they are formed
in a higher-density region.
Similarly, from the dynamical evolutionary point of view,
if the mass segregation of the young star cluster is caused by
rapid dynamical evolution, these two assumptions still hold.
One possible evolution picture is that star clusters are first
globally mass segregated, while showing little local mass seg-
regation, and then evolve to a state that has similar local and
global mass segregation with the disappearance of substruc-
tures. Alternatively, star clusters can be first locally mass
segregated, while showing little global mass segregation, and
then evolve to a state that has similar local and global mass
segregation.
Moreover, knowing the mass segregation that is predom-
inantly global or predominantly local does not mean know-
ing the evolutionary state of the star cluster. There has been
no direct way to determine the differences of dynamical evo-
lutionary states between a predominantly globally mass seg-
regated star cluster and a predominantly locally mass segre-
gated star cluster only by investigating the mass segregation.
We keep both possibly valid scenarios by treating star clusters
with similar mζˆ, the estimate of mass segregation with the hy-
brid method, as having similar degrees of mass segregation.
Furthermore, we can trace the mass segregation evolution of
such star clusters with these parameters. This is discussed in
Section 3.1 and will be discussed in detail in a subsequent pa-
per of this series.
We conclude that while the MST gives us the compactness
of massive stars and, therefore, their global mass segregation
estimate, the LnND gives us their crowdedness and, therefore,
their local mass segregation indicator. Combining these two
schemes balances these two spatial aspects, both of which are
necessary to determine the status of mass segregation in a star
cluster with substructure. This also makes the quantification
of the mass segregation for stellar systems without the pres-
ence of much substructure more robust.
2.3. The impact of binary stars
2.3.1. Binary parameters
The situation becomes slightly more complex when binary
stars are considered. To study their impact, we make the same
model with the same total number of stars as shown in Fig-
ure 1, but this time containing 50% and 10% of binaries.
The initial orbit distribution of the binaries is determined by
the period and eccentricity distribution function. We adopt a
period distribution function of the following form:
fP = 2.5
log10 P − log10 Pmin
45 + (log10 P − log10 Pmin)2
, (6)
where P is the period of the binary in days and Pmin is
the minimum period. With the standard convention, we set
log10 Pmin = 1.
A thermal distribution function is used as the distribution of
eccentricity,
fe(e) = 2e, (7)
where e is the eccentricity of the binary orbit (see Kroupa
1995a,b, for more details).
2.3.2. Binary pairing
Another binary parameter is the stellar mass ratio distribu-
tion. The choice of the mass ratio can be called the pair-
ing function, which is combining stars into binary systems.
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When random pairing is used (i.e. binary companions are ran-
domly chosen from a given IMF), we find similar mass seg-
regation results to those for star clusters containing only sin-
gle stars. However, random pairing is ruled out observation-
ally, and there is also a lack of theoretical backing for a ran-
dom pairing function (Shatsky & Tokovinin 2002; Kouwen-
hoven et al. 2005, 2007a,b). Indeed, massive stars preferen-
tially choose other massive stars as their binary companions
(Kouwenhoven et al. 2010). This implies that both the geo-
metric average and the median MST method may be biased
by the short MST edges from binary systems, although the
LnND method is less influenced. An alternative binary pair-
ing function is the so-called ordered pairing (i.e. mass ratio of
the binary star components∼1, in particular for massive stars;
see e.g. Kouwenhoven et al. 2009; Oh & Kroupa 2012), which
matches stars in order of their mass distribution. We re-pair
our test model using ordered pairing and find some extremely
high values of the mass segregation degree when using the
MST method. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where we see
that the mass segregation degree for ordered pairing functions
is biased toward very high values for relatively small massive-
star samples. These extremely high degrees of mass segrega-
tion are not physical, because they are mainly produced by the
short MST edges in the binary systems. This is illustrated by
the sharp steps in the solid curves, which greatly deviates from
the non-mass-segregation distribution equal to unity. There-
fore, the gmMST and mMST methods should not be consid-
ered as a global compactness measure of massive stars in cases
where binary fractions are significant, i.e. > 10%. Massive
stars may have much shorter MST edges than low-mass stars,
due to the preferential presence of binaries among massive
stars (e.g. Sana et al. 2014).
2.3.3. Distinction between hard and soft binary stars
In contrast, the LnND method is less affected by a high frac-
tion of binaries. The LnND method utilizes the r6 distance,
which already reduces the impact of binaries, since the bina-
ries bias mostly the measurement of the nearest distances. The
comparison of the impact of binaries on the degree of mass
segregation measurements by the LnND method is shown in
Figure 7.
One natural way to avoid this bias is to reduce the weight
of the MST edges that connect binary stars. However, instead
of introducing a weighting scheme, we treat hard binaries as a
single node that is equivalent to other single stars when cal-
culating the degree of mass segregation. According to the
Heggie–Hills Law (Heggie 1975; Hills 1975), hard binaries
harden and heat a cluster. They hereby behave as a single dy-
namical unit, in the sense that the very short MST edge within
the binary remains in the binary. Therefore, we set a binary
system with binding energy greater than the mean kinetic en-
ergy of cluster stars to be a “single star” instead of two stars,
and then we use the MST and LnND methods to calculate the
degree of mass segregation.
We apply this procedure to all binaries, including mas-
sive binaries and low-mass binaries, before implementing the
gmMST and mMST methods. The new results are shown in
Figure 6, which clearly demonstrates the correct degree of
the low-level mass segregation, as implemented in the mod-
els. For the subsequent analyses in this paper, we choose the
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Figure 6. Mass segregation degree based on the geometric-mean MST method (gmMST; red curves) and the median MST method (mMST; blue curves) as a
function of the massive-star group size, i.e. the number of most massive stars, for a star cluster with 50% binaries (for clarity, we do not show star cluster with
10% binaries). In contrast to the curves in Figure 5, hard and soft binary stars are treated as single entities or resolved systems, respectively. See Section 2.3.3 for
more details. The curves for random binary pairing functions are shown by dashed lines, while ordered pairing functions are given by solid lines. Note that all
the curves for random and ordered binary pairing functions are now close to unity (horizontal gray line), as implemented in the model setup. The shaded bands
give the corresponding measured 25th to 75th percentiles.
median MST edge (mMST) method as our measurement of
compactness, because it is least influenced by extreme values.
Sana et al. (2014) found all massive-star binary systems to
be dynamically hard. To test our treatment of binaries in such
an extreme case, when there is a large fraction of “hard” bina-
ries, we use the same model including 50% binaries, but now
with all binaries manually assigned to be dynamically “hard.”
For this, we do not use the period distribution as described in
Equation 6, but we manually set the period of all the binaries
to be P = 105Pmin, so that the separation of all the binaries
is very small.
If the hard binaries are treated as single nodes in our model,
their impact on the mass segregation measurements is negligi-
ble, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 8. It is, therefore,
essential to identify and exclude the hard binary systems from
the MST edge for a reliable measurement of the overall mass
segregation in observed star clusters.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Mass segregation in a simulation of a substructured star
cluster
We test these methods with one of our N -body simulations.
We use a dynamically cold1 and fractally distributed star clus-
ter of 100,000 stars as the initial condition, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. The star cluster is generated to have a fractal dimension
of 2.0 (see Goodwin & Whitworth 2004, for more details).
1 This corresponds to the virial ratio of Q = 0.25, where Q = T/U ,
which is the ratio of kinetic (T ) to potential energy (U ).
The star cluster is initially highly substructured, and the sub-
clusters are rapidly merging and erase the originally fractal
structures throughout its first few megayears of evolution (Fu-
jii et al. 2012). We also include 50% binaries with the orbit
distribution and ordered pairing function, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3. We adopt the IMF from Kroupa (2002) within the
stellar mass range 0.08−100M and follow the stellar evolu-
tion self-consistently. The masses of the stars are randomly as-
signed so that the star cluster is set to be non-mass-segregated.
The simulation is carried out with NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003).
The comparison of the different segregation measurement
methods, which are performed in 3D for the 500 most massive
stars, is shown in Figure 9. The star cluster mass-segregates
rapidly within ∼ 2 Myr. The various mass segregation mea-
surement methods show some discrepancies during this early
evolution, which can be understood from our earlier analysis.
The LnND method gives a steeper curve in the first 0.5 Myr
during the most vigorous merging period of the subclusters.
At this stage, the growth of the mass segregation is dominated
by the increase of mass segregation contributed by crowd-
edness. The massive stars sink into the local overdensities,
forming highly mass-segregated subclusters, corresponding to
high local mass segregation. On the other hand, the subclus-
ters are relatively far away from each other, corresponding to
low mass segregation on a global scale. Considering the mass
segregation only locally or globally is not enough to deter-
mine the dynamical status of the star cluster during this vio-
lent epoch.
Comparing the star cluster at 0.4 and 1.4 Myr, we observe
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Figure 7. Mass segregation degree based on the LnND method as a function of the massive-star group size, i.e. the number of most massive stars. The model
contains 50% binaries, while the binaries follow the random pairing function (top panel) and the ordered pairing function (bottom panel). The curves for that hard
binary star are treated as single entities and are shown by red solid lines, while all binary stars are treated as resolved systems and are shown by green dashed
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differences in the MST and the LnND value, while the hybrid
method gives very similar values. This implies that massive
stars are closer to each other, while the subclusters are less
dense at 1.4 Myr. However, if we only compare these two
states, we are unable to determine which state is more mass
segregated, or which is dynamically older. One possibility is
that the subclusters of the star cluster become denser and then
merge into larger entities. Alternatively, the subclusters may
merge into large but loose entities and then become denser.
If we treat both scenarios as valid, the hybrid method, which
mixes the compactness indicators and the crowdedness indi-
cators, is a reasonable quantity to describe the mass segrega-
tion degree, although the discrepancy information is lost. This
demonstrates the importance of measuring the mass segrega-
tion via both compactness and crowdedness simultaneously.
3.2. Mass segregation of ONC
We apply the previous methods to the observational data
of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC), obtained by Hillenbrand
(1997). We select 929 stars with estimated masses out of a
total of 1576 stars. The result is illustrated in Figure 10 and
clearly shows the mass segregation of the ONC. Given that the
ONC is very young, ∼1 Myr, only very massive stars (i.e. the
20 most massive stars) are clearly segregated. We also find
the degree of mass segregation to be extremely high for the
four most massive stars, with MST values reaching as high as
∼ 35; these stars are forming the well-known trapezium con-
figuration (e.g. McCaughrean & Stauffer 1994; Hillenbrand &
Hartmann 1998). In contrast, the degree of mass segregation
given by the LnND method for these four massive stars is rel-
atively low, but significantly above unity, suggesting that the
density around the trapezium is similar to other massive stars
in the cluster (e.g. the fifth or seventh most massive star).
However, we are unable to determine whether the
trapezium-like configuration is accidental or formed in situ by
stochastic star formation processes and/or dynamical evolu-
tion only by investigating the mass segregation indicators. If
the trapezium is purely accidental, the degree of mass segre-
gation should be similar to that of the lower-mass stars, i.e. the
fifth or seventh most massive star. If true, in this case, the extra
compactness should not be considered. If, on the other hand,
it is formed in situ or through dynamical evolution, the mass
segregation can be considered “real,” given that the massive
stars are closer to each other. If this case is true, the compact-
ness should be fully taken into account in the determination of
the mass segregation estimate. Unfortunately, this knowledge
is not available to the observer a priori. Therefore, we con-
sider both assumptions as potentially valid by giving balanced
information on the degree of mass segregation using the hy-
brid method. This is our primary goal in advocating the usage
of the hybrid method.
We conclude that the ONC is significantly mass segregated
for the 20 most massive stars. In Figure 10, this corresponds
to the m number of stars for which all mass segregation indi-
cators reach the unity level. The extreme value down to the
fourth most massive star is caused by the trapezium-like con-
figuration.
3.3. Mass segregation of Taurus
Taurus is a young cluster (∼ 1 Myr; Kenyon et al. (1994))
with multiple clumps. Gomez et al. (1993) identified six
groups using the simple grid technique and the kernel method.
Kirk & Myers (2011) identified eight groups by pruning the
long MST edges. We adopt the data of Kirk & Myers (2011),
which contain 352 stars with estimated masses in total. The
whole cluster is identified as eight sparse groups containing
178 member stars. As shown in Figure 11, the group members
are shown in blue, while the nongroup members are shown in
black. The fifteen most massive stars are overplotted in red
(group members) and green (nongroup members).
The result of mass segregation using our approaches is il-
lustrated in Figure 12. The left panel shows the mass segre-
gation of all 352 stars of Taurus, while the right panel shows
the mass segregation of 178 stars that are identified as group
members. When the number of massive stars is small, the
LnND method and the MST method give opposite results of
the mass segregation of the cluster, while the hybrid method
gives a close-to-unity value of mass segregation degree. The
green dot-dashed curve given by the LnND method indicates
that the star cluster is significantly mass segregated down to
the 20th most massive stars. The blue dashed curve represent-
ing the MST method shows a turning point. When the num-
ber of massive stars is less than 11 (left panel) or nine (right
panel), the star cluster shows “inverse” mass segregation using
the MST method.
We notice that from the whole star cluster scale, the most
massive stars distributed sparsely. If no dynamical evolution
is taken into account, the massive stars do not form as a group,
but form independently of the molecular clouds where they
are located. On the other hand, from the molecular cloud
scale, or from the scale of the group, massive stars tend to
be distributed in the center of their groups (Kirk & Myers
2011) and have high crowdedness. Furthermore, for most of
the groups, their massive members are tend to be compact, as
shown in Figure 13. Therefore, the Taurus is not as highly
mass segregated at the whole cluster scale as it is locally. Nei-
ther is it accurate to describe the cluster as “inversely” mass
segregated even at the whole cluster scale; otherwise, the mas-
sive stars should only be found in the outer groups. This is
why we give a close-to-unity value with the hybrid method
by averaging both the compactness indicator and the crowd-
edness indicator.
The MST method compares the compactness of massive
stars and that of the same number of randomly chosen star
sets. When the number of massive stars is small, the compact-
ness of the massive stars is dominated by the large separations
between the groups since they distributed sparsely in many
different groups. As a comparison, a randomly chosen star
set has a larger chance of being distributed in fewer groups;
hence, the corresponding compactness is of the scale of the
group size. Therefore, given that the massive stars do not
show any preference of being located in the inner groups or
the outer groups, the reason that Taurus shows “inverse” mass
segregation indicated by the MST method is that the number
of massive stars is not large enough compared to the number
of subclusters, or the number of groups. This is also the rea-
son that the turning point in the left panel is larger than that in
the right panel, since there are more “clumps” when consid-
ering all 352 stars. If the number of massive stars increases,
the compactness gets higher. As a consequence, Taurus shows
significant mass segregation for the 15 most massive stars by
both the LnND method and the MST method.
The MST method is less efficient in discussing the local
mass segregation when the number of massive stars is small
and when the star cluster is highly substructured like Taurus.
However, it still provides the information that massive stars
are not formed in one clump but can be formed in any sparsely
distributed molecular clouds. If the local mass segregation,
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Figure 9. Comparison of different measurements, our hybrid method (hybrid; red solid curve), the MST method (MST; blue dashed curve), and the LnND method
(LnND; green dot-dashed curve), using our simulation test. The shaded bands give the 25th to 75th percentiles of the corresponding measurements. Generally,
they are compatible with each other once the substructure disappears at approximately 1Myr. Note that the green curve (LnND) is steeper than the blue curve
(MST) in the first 0.5 Myr, which indicates that the growth of mass segregation is dominated by the increase of mass segregation inside the subclusters.
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Figure 10. Comparison of different mass segregation measurement methods, including our hybrid method (hybrid; red solid curve), the MST method (MST; blue
dashed curve), and the LnND method (LnND; green dot-dashed curve), using ONC data. The shaded bands give the 25th to 75th percentiles for each indicator.
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Figure 11. Illustration of the stars of Taurus. The size of the circle represents the mass of the stars. Eight groups are identified following the method of Kirk &
Myers (2011). The member stars belonging to these eight groups are shown in blue, while the nonmember stars are shown in black. The fifteen most massive
stars are overplotted in red (group members) and green (nongroup members).
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Figure 12. Comparison of different mass segregation measurement methods, including our hybrid method (hybrid; red solid curve), the MST method (MST; blue
dashed curve), and the LnND method (LnND; green dash dot curve), using Taurus data. The shaded bands give the 25th to 75th percentiles for each indicator.
Left panel: mass segregation of all 352 stars in Taurus. Right panel: mass segregation of 178 stars that are identified as members of eight groups in Taurus (Kirk
& Myers 2011).
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Figure 13. Mass segregation degree based on the MST method for the three most massive stars (red circles), four most massive stars (green diamonds), and five
most massive stars (blue squares) of each individual group of Taurus. The error bars give the 25th to 75th percentiles for each measurement.
or the mass segregation at subcluster scale, is of interest, the
LnND method better describes the status of the star cluster.
Otherwise, the measurements should be applied for each in-
dividual clump after identifying the clumps of the whole star
cluster. If, on the other hand, the global mass segregation, or
the mass segregation at the whole star cluster scale, is of inter-
est, the compactness measured by the MST method should be
taken into account. Therefore, the crowdedness and the com-
pactness should be measured simultaneously in order to better
describe the mass segregation of the whole cluster.
We conclude that Taurus is significantly mass segregated for
the 20 most massive stars locally, or at subcluster scale, while
at the whole cluster scale, it is not as highly mass segregated as
it is locally. We also find that the massive stars tend to form in
the overdensity regions of many different clumps rather than
in one clump.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new method of measuring the degree
of mass segregation by combining the MST approach with the
LnND technique. Our method inherits all the advantages pro-
vided by both MST- and LnND-based methods: (1) a quanti-
tative value so that different star clusters are comparable, (2)
being independent of star cluster geometry, and (3) imposing
no requirement of defining the star cluster center.
We also distinguish compactness and crowdedness of mas-
sive stars. The compactness of a group of stars measured by
the MST method focuses more on the global mass segrega-
tion, while the crowdedness measured by the LnND method
focuses more on the local mass segregation. We show that pro-
viding only the compactness or the crowdedness is not enough
in investigating the mass segregation of star clusters. From the
star formation point of view, if massive stars are formed in one
group, then they have high compactness with relatively low
crowdedness. If, on the other hand, massive stars are formed
in the overdensity regions of many different subclusters, then
they have high crowdedness with relatively low compactness
(see Section 3.3). Measuring both compactness and crowded-
ness enables us to investigate the possibilities of the formation
of massive stars. From the dynamical evolution point of view,
if the subclusters become denser before violent merging, then
massive stars sink into the center of the subclusters; hence,
high crowdedness but relatively low compactness can be de-
tected (see Section 3.1). If, on the other hand, the merging of
subclusters is predominant before their collapse, then massive
stars are gathered together at the whole star cluster scale with-
out changing much of their local density; hence, high com-
pactness but relatively low crowdedness can be detected.
We therefore suggest to measure the local and global mass
segregation simultaneously. In addition, if the unmatched lo-
cal and global mass segregation is found and can be explained
by two possible assumptions, e.g., if the high compactness is
purely accidental or caused by dynamical evolution, the hy-
brid method that combines these two indicators should be con-
sidered when both assumptions are treated as valid. This is
why we propose our hybrid method, which enables us to track
the aspects of mass segregation from the perspective of both
the global and the local configuration (see Section 3.2).
Moreover, we discuss the impact of binaries in measuring
the mass segregation. The mass segregation measured by the
MST method is greatly biased when the binary fraction, es-
pecially the close binary fraction, is high in a star cluster,
while the LnND method is much less affected. We treat the
hard binaries as single nodes in the sense that the short MST
edge within the binary remains in the binary. By doing so,
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we successfully eliminate the impact of binaries on the mass
segregation parameter. This, however, implies that an accu-
rate knowledge of the fraction of hard binaries is required for
robustly measuring the mass segregation in observed star clus-
ters.
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APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF THE MST
Acceleration via Delaunay triangulation and k-d tree
Computing the MST value directly is somewhat computa-
tionally expensive on generic desktop computers. However,
as suggested by Olczak et al. (2011), a Delaunay triangulation
can be used to accelerate constructing the MST for a projected
star cluster, i.e. in two dimensions. In Euclidean space, the
MST is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation (Preparata
& Shamos 1985). We use the TRIANGLE software pack-
age2 (Shewchuk 1996) to construct the Delaunay triangles and
then use the KRUSKAL algorithm to compute the correspond-
ing MST. The Delaunay triangulation can be constructed in
a time that scales as O(N logN), while the KRUSKAL algo-
rithm also costs O(N logN) of computational time, where
N is the number of points, i.e. stars in the sample. The me-
dian edge of the MST can be selected in O(logN) time with
a generic quick-select routine. Therefore, the total compu-
tational timescales are O(N logN). In addition, we set the
number of random sets to be k, so that the fraction of stars
that are not chosen from the entire star cluster of size N is
p =
(
N −m
N
)k
⇒ k = d ln(p)
ln(1−m/N)e , (A1)
wherem is the random sample size and dxe is the ceiling func-
tion of x. We set p = 0.01 following Olczak et al. (2011).
In the 3D case, there is no algorithm that can construct
the MST in O(N logN) time. However, a nearest-neighbor-
based PRIM scheme (Bentley & Friedman 1978) can be im-
plemented inO(N logN) expected time, which can be easily
extended to higher dimensions. The PRIM algorithm can be
described as follows: first choose one arbitrary vertex as the
starting tree with only one point, and then grow the tree by
finding a vertex from the rest of the vertices that has the short-
est distance to the tree; repeat this process until all vertices
are in the tree. This algorithm takes O(N2) time if brute-
force searching is used to find the shortest distance point.
Instead of traversing all vertices, the nearest-neighbor-based
scheme uses a k-nearest neighbor (KNN) scheme (here k=1),
which can find the nearest vertex in O(N logN) expected
time. Therefore, the total computational time is expected to
be O(N logN), and we can use Delaunay triangulation and
KNN to measure the compactness of a group of massive stars
in a very efficient way.
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